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Abstract: This paper presents induction machine fault detection possibilities using smartphone recorded audible noise.
Different faults of the induction machine, such as various numbers of broken rotor bars and rotor eccentricities are inflicted
to the machine. Analysis is performed on audible noise recorded by two different smartphones and compared with
mechanical vibrations recorded by sensors. Neural network is composed and probabilities of fault detection using such
diagnostic measures are presented. Necessity for further study is pointed out.
1. Introduction
Various methods of fault detection are used in
electrical machine diagnostics today. The time-frequency
signal processing based condition monitoring methods, such
as the short-time Fourier transform [1], [2], the wavelet
transform [3]-[7], the empirical mode decomposition [8]-[12],
and the Hilbert-Huang transform [13]-[15], have been
extensively used with current, vibration, and acoustic
emission signals to detect the diverse symptoms of motor
failures [16]. Such methods are often used for the diagnostic
purposes of the electric machines, but they have often been
criticized for being limited by their complexity, and their time
consumption as well as the needed computing resource, to be
used in real-time applications [17]-[19].
Another problem is the cost, complexity of use and
limitation of condition monitoring tools and devices. Most
industries, where electrical machines are performing high
responsibility tasks, are in a need of condition monitoring and
diagnostic approaches. In many cases however the cost of
installing condition monitoring system, might be difficult to
justify on noncritical machinery due to potentially long
payback period on the investment [20].
A simple tool for performing, at least preliminary,
condition monitoring and control for the electrical machines
could be the smartphone, or practically any mobile device
with the ability of recording sound. This is a promising
direction in simplification and wider availability of diagnostic
tools in the market. So far, not too many research papers have
been dedicated to electrical machine diagnostics through the
medium of mobile phones. One of the latest and
experimentally verified papers is [20], where only the
detection of bearing faults with the help of a mobile phone is
investigated.
The given paper deals with experiments and
computations to prove the usability of smartphones for simple
condition monitoring procedures in case of various electrical
machine faults. The aim of the paper is to show the
applicability of mobile phones as devices for predetermination of potentially faulty electrical machines.

2. Measurements and methods
Different faults were inflicted to the induction
machine under investigation. The data of the investigated
motor is presented in Table 1 and the schematic of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
The measured conditions of the machine are as
follows:
1.One broken rotor bar;
2.Two consecutive broken rotor bars;
3.Two broken rotor bars with four healthy ones in
between;
4.Three consecutive broken rotor bars;
5.Dynamic eccentricity with two non-consecutive
broken rotor bars;
6.Dynamic eccentricity with two non-consecutive
broken rotor bars and loose bearing;
7.Dynamic eccentricity;
8.Healthy machine.
Broken rotor bars were implemented by simply
drilling a hole through respective number of rotor bars. For
the dynamic eccentricity, the rotor was shifted 28% of the airgap length using an additional ring between the shaft and the
bearing. Loose bearing situation was achieved by using a
slightly larger inner diameter bearing.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup
Table 1 Data of the investigated induction machine
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Parameter

Symbol

Rated voltage

Un

Rated current

In

Rated speed

nn

Rated power

Pn

Frequency
Power factor
Number of poles
Number of rotor bars
Number of stator slots

f
cosφ
2p
Qr
Qs

Value
400V@60 Hz;
333V@50 Hz
41 A
1680 rpm@60 Hz;
1400 rpm@50 Hz
22 kW@60 Hz;
18 kW@50 Hz
50-60 Hz
0.86
4
40
48

During the experiments, all electric data of the
induction machine under investigation was measured as well
as the mechanical vibrations were recorded using five threeaxial vibration sensors mounted on the circumference of the
machine. Audible noise of the machine was measured using
two different smartphones from six different positions around
the tested motor one meter away from the surface of the
machine. The resulting sound files were analysed and audible
noise vibrations were compared to mechanical vibration data.
Positions for mechanic and audible noise vibration
measurements are shown on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the front view of the tested machine.
Left – vibration sensors’ mounting positions on the surface
of the machine; right – smartphone recording positions in
the distance of 1 m from the surface of the machine
Smartphones, used for the experimental purposes,
were selected to be not the newest models, but widely
available, and of average price and quality range. The
selected phone brands were Sony Xperia GO and Samsung
Galaxy S4 mini. Built in recorder of the phones was used to
record the sound of the operational induction machine. The
sound files were not additionally filtered, however, it is
difficult to say, to what extent the phones’ built in filter is
changing the recorded sound as such information is not
publicly available from the manufacturers.
3. Characteristic fault related frequencies
3.1. Rotational speed frequency
Rise of vibrations at the rotational speed frequency
and/or its harmonics is characteristic for different faults
including dynamic eccentricity, broken rotor bars and loose
bearing. Dynamic eccentricity leads to the non-uniform airgap length around the stator circumference. That results in
greater magnetic force acting in the direction of minimal airgap, which can be referred to as the unbalanced magnetic pull.
Since the position of the minimal air-gap is changing with
revolving rotor, unbalanced magnetic pull excites the
vibration at the rotor speed frequency (1) [21], [22].

RPM
(1)
c = 1, 2,3,...
60
Current termination in broken rotor bar results in
leakage flux extinction around that bar. Then, rotor tooth next
to broken bar in direction of rotation is oversaturated and
relatively large radial force originates in the area. This force
rotates around the air-gap and creates unbalanced magnetic
pull, similarly as dynamic eccentricity does. Moreover the
current, originally flowing in the broken bar, splits amongst
neighbouring bars, which leads to the temperature rise in
these bars [23].
In case of rotor eccentricity and broken rotor bars,
several sidebands shifted of pole passing frequency (2)
multiples can occur around the particular rotational speed
harmonics. The sidebands are the product of amplitude and
frequency modulations [24].
(2)
f p = 2 pf s ,
f cx = c

In (2) p is the number of pole pairs and fs is the slip
frequency of the machine.
Both dynamic eccentricity and broken rotor bars are
faults of electromagnetic origin and vibrations at rotational
speed frequencies drop immediately after the power cut. In
case of loose bearing, vibration at these frequencies
disappears at lower speed. While dynamic eccentricity and
broken rotor bars excite vibrations mainly at f1x, for loose
bearing more characteristic vibrations are at f2x and f3x.
3.2. Twice line frequency
Twice line frequency f2L vibrations of the machine are
caused by radial magnetic forces acting on the stator teeth and
core as well as magnetostriction. Values of the radial forces
are derived from the air-gap flux density distribution and they
vary in space and time [22]:
B 2 (a , t )
,
(3)
pm (a , t ) =
2 m0
where pm is the surface magnetic force density in the
particular time instant t and angular position around stator
circumference α, B is the corresponding flux density and µ0
is the permeability of free space.
Considering sinusoidal magnetizing current, the
resulting force has two peak values in each current period –
at the positive and the negative maximum value. This means,
that vibrations caused by this force have frequency equal to
twice the frequency of the supplying current. It is obvious that
certain vibrations at twice line frequency are excited even in
healthy machines. Vibrations at this frequency are typical for
static eccentricity but sometimes can be excited by dynamic
eccentricity as well.
4. Experimental results and discussion
Frequency spectral analyses of vibrations and audible
noise emissions of the machine operating at full-load are
carried out in the following discussion. First, the spectra of
healthy machine are analysed as a reference point. Thereafter,
spectra of the machine under particular faults are evaluated
with the emphasis on the characteristic frequencies’
amplitude rise or drop in comparison with the case of healthy
machine. FFT is applied on the original recorded signals and
no additional signal filtration is used. Considering the
implemented faults vibration response, only low frequency
(up to 200 Hz) spectra of radial vibrations are analysed in the
2

following discussion. To verify an assumption that audible
noise emissions excited by the vibrations can be identified
using smartphone, also the frequency spectra of audible noise
are analysed in the same frequency range as the vibrations.
The evaluated frequency range comprehends the rotational
speed frequencies of order one to eight with the
corresponding sidebands in the distance of pole passing
frequency multiples and twice line frequencies of order one
and two. Logarithmic scale of the vertical axis is used for
amplitude representation in all figures.
Vibration signals have very similar frequency spectra
in all measured positions, which allow making the analyses
for all the faults in one position only. Spectra contain
basically the same frequency components, which differ in
amplitudes to some extent. Amplitude values of signals,
measured by the particular vibration sensors, can be affected
by the glue quantity used for the mounting of the sensors, or
more precisely, by overall quality of the glued joints. By this
reason, signals from the same sensor are evaluated in the
paper. Similarly, audible noise signals from only one
recording position are analysed.
Vertical mechanical support of the tested and loading
machines has a number of natural frequencies in the analysed
frequency bandwidth. Unfortunately, some sidebands of the
2nd, 3rd, 5th and 6th rotational speed harmonics are in a close
vicinity of these natural frequencies, which is the main reason
they have almost equal or even higher amplitude than
particular rotational speed harmonics.
Some vibration frequencies in the spectra can also be
excited by the loading machine fed by the frequency
converter. However, the influence of loading machine should
be the same in all the tests performed, and the experiment is
based on the known frequency spectrum of the healthy
machine and its comparison with the spectra of the machine
with implemented faults.
4.1. Healthy machine
The vibration frequency spectrum of the healthy
machine is presented together with the spectrum of the
machine under dynamic eccentricity in Fig. 3. The most
important frequencies for diagnostics visible in Fig. 3 are the
rotational speed frequency f1x, twice line frequency 2fL and
their harmonics. These frequency components with the
exception of f6x and f8x are clearly visible even in the spectrum
of the healthy machine.
Text in the boxes with green margins in Fig. 3 gives
the information about frequency components marked with the
corresponding green arrows. For example, the label
f4x±2sb@fp with five arrows means that the fourth harmonic
of rotational frequency is marked with the central arrow. Two
sidebands in the right side of f4x (each shifted of +fp) and in
the left side (each shifted of -fp) are marked with two arrows
in the right and two arrows in the left respectively. In this
particular case the first sideband in the right side of f4x is in a
close vicinity of twice line frequency and can be
superimposed to it.
As seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the frequency spectra of
audible noise signals recorded by Sony and Samsung
smartphones are similar to the spectra of vibrations. In
audible noise signal spectra, there is no such difference
between amplitudes of characteristic frequencies and
especially general noise at lower frequencies. In fact, f1x, f2x,
f5x, f6x for both smartphones and f7x for Sony are

indistinguishable from the general noise. Compared to the
spectrum of vibrations, some sidebands are not visible in the
spectra of audible noise signals either.
4.2. Dynamic eccentricity (DEC)
A very important vibration amplitude can be found at
the rotational speed frequency f1x, which is almost ten times
higher for the machine under dynamic eccentricity than in the
case of the healthy machine. There is also a noticeable rise in
the amplitude of f5x, f6x and f7x rotational speed frequency
harmonics. On the other hand, there is an amplitude drop in
f4x, f2L and f4L. Vibrations at other frequencies have similar
amplitudes as in the healthy machine. Dynamic
eccentricity/healthy machine amplitude ratios of vibration
and audible noise signals for all characteristic frequencies are
listed in Table 2. There is also a significant rise in amplitudes
of certain sidebands, however some of these sidebands are in
a close vicinity of natural frequencies of mechanical support
as stated above.
Table 2 Amplitude ratios of DEC/healthy machine
f1x

f2x

f3x

f4x

f2L

f5x

f6x

f7x

f8x

f4L

Vibrations

9.99

1.05

1.29

0.51

0.56

2.24

7.35

3.59

1.09

0.53

Sony

4.82

2.51

0.62

0.82

1.69

1.26

0.88

2.73

0.75

1.65

Samsung

4.51

0.93

0.92

0.39

0.44

0.49

0.39

0.29

0.35

0.27

Comparing the vibrations and audible noise signals
frequency spectra, one can notice similarity in frequency
components between the spectra, as in case of the healthy
machine. Also, audible noise signals have a significantly
higher amplitude at rotational speed fundamental frequency.
The dynamic eccentricity/healthy amplitude ratio of audible
noise signals is 4.82 for Sony and 4.51 for Samsung
smartphones. Amplitude rise of f2x, f5x and f7x components is
found only in the signal measured by Sony for dynamic
eccentricity.
In opposite to the vibration frequency spectra, there is
an amplitude rise in twice line frequency component f2L and
its harmonic f4L in the audible noise signal frequency
spectrum recorded by Sony. However, the signal recorded by
Samsung has an amplitude drop at these frequencies again.
4.3. Broken rotor bars
Comparison of the machine with different number and
position of broken rotor bars and the healthy machine is
performed in this section. Individual cases are marked as
follows:
• 1BB – one broken bar;
• 2BB – two consecutive broken bars;
• 3BB – three consecutive broken bars;
• 1x2BB – two broken bars (four healthy bars in
between).
Since both, vibration and audible noise signals
frequency spectra, are similar to those presented in Figs. 3 to
5, only changes in amplitude values are pointed out in the
following discussion. Faulty/healthy amplitude ratios of the
cases mentioned above are presented in Tables 3 to 6.
Vibrations in all the machines with broken rotor bars
increase at all rotational speed harmonics with the exceptions
of f4x, which significantly drops or remains the same in case
of 3BB. Very significant rise is noted in f5x, f6x and f7x. A
special case is 2BB, where vibrations at f1x are almost equal
3

to the healthy machine, however, vibrations at other
rotational speed harmonics are substantially higher.
Vibrations at twice line frequency rise with the number of
consecutive broken rotor bars, but for 1x2BB they slightly
decrease.
Comparing audible noise signals, the ones recorded by
Samsung phone have generally higher faulty/healthy
amplitude ratio at f1x, f2x and f3x frequency components, whilst
the ones recorded by Sony phone have a higher amplitude
ratio at higher frequencies.
Assuming f1x as the most typical frequency for broken
rotor bar diagnostics, suitability of Sony smartphone as
diagnostic tool cannot be concluded in the case of 3BB only
by presented measurements. On the other hand, Samsung
smartphone records signals with sufficiently higher f1x
amplitude in all broken bar cases.

different direction of unbalanced magnetic pull components
excited by DEC and 1x2BB.
Vibrations of machine under DEC_1x2BB_LB fault
combination have higher amplitude at all rotational speed
frequency harmonics, including f4x. This is, therefore, the
only faulty case in presented measurements, in which
vibration amplitude rise at f4x is noted. Vibrations rise at this
particular frequency is caused obviously by the loose bearing.
There is also significant rise in amplitudes at f2x and f3x, which
is comparable to 3BB case only.
Based on audible noise signals, one cannot
differentiate between DEC_1x2BB and DEC_1x2BB_LB
faulty cases since both have considerable amplitude rise at f2x
and f3x. Only f3x recorded by Sony in DEC_1x2BB has an
amplitude drop.
Table 7 Amplitude ratios of DEC_1x2BB/healthy machine

Table 3 Amplitude ratios of 1BB/healthy machine
f1x

f2x

f3x

f4x

f2L

f5x

f6x

f7x

f8x

f4L

Vibrations

3.51

2.28

0.98

0.06

1.28

11.67

5.71

7.13

14.59

0.93

Sony

1.57

1.28

0.27

1.04

1.67

0.94

0.65

1.41

0.94

3.30

Samsung

2.16

0.82

0.62

0.86

0.78

0.67

0.33

0.56

0.67

1.39

f1x

f2x

f3x

f4x

f2L

f5x

f6x

f7x

f8x

f4L

Vibrations

4.85

2.05

1.73

0.62

1.38

6.51

3.74

14.05

4.86

0.90

Sony

2.19

1.97

0.55

0.75

1.18

1.47

0.88

4.02

1.23

0.88

Samsung

5.86

1.88

2.06

1.14

0.44

1.98

0.59

0.67

0.96

0.75

Table 8 Amplitude ratios of DEC_1x2BB_LB/healthy
machine

Table 4 Amplitude ratios of 2BB/healthy machine
f1x

f2x

f3x

f4x

f2L

f5x

f6x

f7x

f8x

f4L

Vibrations

1.07

2.60

3.37

0.39

2.16

12.06

47.21

6.46

2.08

0.78

Sony

1.19

1.05

0.33

0.92

1.40

1.49

1.53

1.92

0.81

1.02

Samsung

1.51

1.37

0.45

0.89

0.59

0.86

0.36

0.27

0.73

0.59

Table 5 Amplitude ratios of 3BB/healthy machine
f1x

f2x

f3x

f4x

f2L

f5x

f6x

f7x

f8x

f4L

Vibrations

5.66

13.28

4.24

0.96

2.63

86.15

35.06

21.94

10.16

0.90

Sony

0.96

1.10

0.42

0.69

2.12

5.60

0.99

81.17

0.18

1.80

Samsung

3.69

2.16

0.59

0.83

1.26

6.00

0.38

16.27

0.82

0.76

Table 6 Amplitude ratios of 1x2BB/healthy machine
f1x

f2x

f3x

f4x

f2L

f5x

f6x

f7x

f8x

f4L

Vibrations

8.55

3.66

1.39

0.06

0.90

7.77

55.72

10.47

2.55

0.79

Sony

4.14

0.52

1.21

0.87

1.66

1.02

2.57

4.79

1.64

3.09

Samsung

8.10

0.51

1.25

0.49

0.53

0.77

0.77

0.73

0.55

1.68

4.4. Fault combinations
Analyses of the machines with a combination of
implemented faults are carried out below. Studied fault
combinations are:
• DEC_1x2BB – dynamic eccentricity and two
broken bars (four healthy bars in between);
• DEC_1x2BB_LB – dynamic eccentricity, two
broken bars (four healthy bars in between) and loose bearing.
Considering the similarity of frequency spectra, only
amplitude ratios of faulty/healthy machines are evaluated
again. Amplitude ratio values are summarized in Tables 7 and
8.
In case of DEC_1x2BB, vibrations increase at all
rotational speed harmonics but f4x again. Amplitude of f1x is
significantly higher than in case of the healthy machine, but
at the same time, substantially lower than in the cases of
individual DEC and 1xBB faults. This can be caused by

f1x

f2x

f3x

f4x

f2L

f5x

f6x

f7x

f8x

f4L

Vibrations

7.75

15.41

5.60

5.97

1.60

9.98

49.17

15.56

9.90

0.59

Sony

3.19

2.93

2.65

0.91

1.86

2.57

6.39

11.05

1.03

1.83

Samsung

7.74

1.69

2.11

0.49

0.66

1.07

1.15

1.25

0.37

0.66

Graphical representation of values in Tables 2 to 8 are
shown in Fig. 6 for vibration signals, in Fig. 7 for audible
noise signals recorded by Sony Xperia Go and in Fig. 8 for
audible noise signals recorded by Samsung Galaxy S4 mini.
4.5. Neural network validation
To assess the feasibility of smartphone recorder
possibilities for the usage in electrical machine fault detection,
as well as possibilities for further automation through pattern
recognition and signal processing, a simple two layer neural
network was composed. MATLAB software was used for this
purpose.
Fig. 9 presents the confusion matrix of fault detection
through smartphone recorded sound files. Overall fault
detection probability according to the composed neural
network is 96.4%. Faults in output and target classes are
numbered the same way as in chapter 2 of the paper.
Correctly classified fault files are located on the main
diagonal of the confusion matrix (green cells). Wrongly
classified files are outside of the main diagonal (red cells).
The percentages in green show the overall correct classified
faults. Red ones show the wrong classification percentage
related to each fault. The upper number in the cells shows the
number of files classified to this fault.

4

Fig. 3. Vibration frequency spectra of healthy machine and machine under dynamic eccentricity

Fig. 4. Frequency spectra of audible noise signals of healthy machine and machine under dynamic eccentricity recorded by
Sony Xperia Go

Fig. 5. Frequency spectra of audible noise signals of healthy machine and machine under dynamic eccentricity recorded by
Samsung Galaxy S4 mini
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Fig. 6. Vibration signals amplitude ratios of faulty/healthy
machines
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Fig. 7. Audible noise signals amplitude ratios of
faulty/healthy machines recorded by Sony smartphone
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Fig. 8. Audible noise signals amplitude ratios of
faulty/healthy machines recorded by Samsung smartphone

Fig. 9. Confusion matrix of fault detection through
smartphone recorded sound files. Overall fault detection
probability is 96.4%.
5. Conclusion
Since all implemented faults excite vibrations
basically at the same frequencies, the amplitude rise or drop
of particular frequency components in comparison with the
healthy machine is accented in provided analyses. Significant
vibration amplitude rise at rotational speed frequency and all
its harmonics but f4x is noticed in all faulty states, due to
unbalanced magnetic pull caused by dynamic eccentricity
or/and broken rotor bars.
A rather surprising result is found at the analysis of
2BB faulty state, where very small rotational speed
fundamental f1x amplitude rise is recorded. Similarly, small
amplitude rise is recorded in all measuring positions, which
exclude the vibration sensor error. However, the other
rotational speed harmonics rise substantially in amplitude and
can be used for machine diagnostics.
Focusing on rotational speed fundamental f1x as the
main vibration frequency spectrum component for revolving
unbalanced magnetic pull diagnostics, higher vibrations
amplitude, caused by dynamic eccentricity, than the ones
caused by broken rotor bar cases, can be seen in the analyses
results. Including only broken rotor bars, the highest
vibrations amplitude rise is in 1x2BB case, followed by 3BB
and 1BB. Different f1x vibrations amplitude rise in the
machine under DEC_1x2BB and DEC_1x2BB_LB fault
combinations is caused mainly by different positions of radial
magnetic forces, caused by dynamic eccentricity and broken
rotor bars.
The assumption, that loose bearing excites vibrations
at f2x and f3x rotational speed harmonics, is confirmed in the
analyses as well. Vibrations amplitude rise at these
frequencies is the highest in DEC_1xBB_LB case, closely
followed by 3BB. However DEC_1xBB_LB is the only case,
where f4x harmonic does not drop, but significantly rises
instead.
In frequency spectra of audible noise signals recorded
by both Sony and Samsung smartphones, only f1x component
6

rises significantly in all faulty cases. The only exception is f1x
component recorded by Sony in case of 3BB fault, which is
slightly lower than for the healthy machine. However, the
same frequency component, recorded by Samsung, rises
substantially in this particular case. In the case of
DEC_1x2BB_LB fault combination, f2x and f3x amplitude rise
is noticed in signals recorded by both smartphones.
Compared to vibrations, audible noise signals have
generally lower faulty/healthy amplitude ratio. This can be
caused by the fact that audible noise signals are measured in
a certain distance from the machine, whilst vibration sensors
are firmly fastened to the machine frame. Recorded audible
noise signals can also be affected by sound reflection or
refraction.
Comparing faulty/healthy amplitude ratios of signals
recorded by Sony and Samsung, the ones recorded by
Samsung have generally higher ratios at lower frequencies,
whilst the ones recorded by Sony have higher ratios at higher
frequencies. This can be justified by different frequency
response of the microphones used in particular smartphones.
All in all, it can be concluded, that smartphones, or
rather any recording portable device, can be used for simple
preliminary condition monitoring, as the rises in fault
indicating harmonics can be detected. This is also backed by
the neural network analysis, in which the fault detection
probability of 96.4% was achieved.
Further investigation is needed for the analysis options
of various phones or recording devices. Emphasis must be put
to the microphones used in the tests, as the filtration level and
frequency response of mobile phone microphones is varying
by brand and type of the device, and information on these
components is not generally available for public. Also,
automation of electrical machine diagnostics using
smartphones should be considered. Applications, using signal
processing and pattern recognition algorithms for preliminary
testing are to be constructed and analysed.

[4] Seshadrinath, J., Singh, B., Panigrahi, B. K.:
'Investigation of vibration signatures for multiple fault
diagnosis in variable frequency drives using complex
wavelets', IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, 2014,
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